MLAS System Upgrade - Map Viewer

We test and install updated versions of the Mining Lands Administration System (MLAS) regularly as part of our ongoing efforts to bring you one of the most comprehensive mining lands management systems in the world. Based on your feedback, we’ve made the following improvements to the map viewer:

Map Viewer Updates:

- The point symbology for the geology map service has increased in size.
- The Mining Land Tenure layer has been updated with a transparency slider and the label is grouped in the layer named Mining Land Tenure Label.
- The search tool banner on the top right-hand side has been removed.
- Updates to map layers to make reading easier:
  - Mining Land Tenure polygon outline is thicker.
  - Mining Licence of Occupation (MLO) layer now has a dash outline.
  - Surface Rights Only (SRO) layer fill lines are now thicker.
  - Labels changed from bold to normal.
  - The alienation layer scaling is at the provincial level with other cosmetic changes to layers (thicker lines, clearer labels, etc.).
  - The ministry acronym under layer of MNDM townships and areas has been updated to ENDM townships and areas.

- When searching for a mining claim with the “I want to” search function, a drop-down list of mining claims will appear when typing in a claim number.
- Ability to turn on/off labels for Provincial Grid Cells can be done independently of geometry.
- Mining claim details only displays the date. The time stamp has been removed.

For More Information

If you have any questions about using the MLAS Map viewer, please call the Mining Lands Section at 1-888-415-9845 or email us at MLAS.TSU@ontario.ca.